Familial Presenilin Mutations and Sporadic Alzheimer's Disease Pathology: Is the Assumption of Biochemical Equivalence Justified?
Studies of presenilin (PSEN) gene mutations producing early onset Alzheimer's disease (AD) have helped elucidate the pathogenic mechanisms of dementia and guided clinical trials of potential therapeutic interventions. Although familial and sporadic forms of AD share features, it is unclear if the two are precisely equivalent. In addition, PSEN mutations do not all produce a single phenotype, but exhibit substantial variability in clinical manifestations, which are related to the position and chemical nature of their amino acid substitutions as well as ratios of critical molecules such as Aβ40 and Aβ42. These differences complicate the interpretation of critical clinical trial results and their desired extrapolation to sporadic AD treatment. In this perspective, we examine differences between familial AD and sporadic AD as well as attributes shared by these uniquely arising disturbances in brain biochemical homeostasis that culminate in dementia.